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Service We Provide
Crew Management
Our Services
Placing the right people to meet your needs, whether that be a permanent hire, an interim executive or a
temporary resource, we are now exclusive suppliers of bespoke private chefs and crew.
Reviews
"Alex is a very professional, attentive and an extremely supportive recruitment consultant I have ever dealt
with throughout my career as a chef. Being a 'chef' himself, a very understanding individual towards what a
person like me wants with my career path and I wouldn't have wished for anyone else to help me but Alex." April 2015
Our featuers and advantage
With over 30 years’ experience introducing the world’s best talent into kitchens, hotels and private residences,
Berkeley Scott delivers a recruitment service beyond reproach. The London-based company is now turning its
attention to the world of luxury yachting, using its pedigree and expertise to supply high-quality crew and staff
to the world’s most discerning customers. If you need creative, talented individuals, Berkeley Scott can provide
you with a short-list of the best and most appropriate candidates on a local or relocating basis.
Team Commitment
Our personal and specialised approach means we are the first port of call for many professionals looking to
secure positions in exclusive environments. We help them at every stage of their career, and many of our chefs,
private staff and crew are exclusive to Berkeley Scott.

Our quality of service
Our considerable reputation is based on the quality of people we place. We are relied upon more than any other
recruitment partner by London’s 5 star hotels and Michelin star restaurants. They – and you – need confidence
that we will never place someone based solely on a CV. Each candidate is thoroughly interviewed and vetted
with references checked going back a decade where necessary. Successfully placed crew are then monitored
through our close relationships with owners, captains, and yacht management agencies. We also liaise
regularly with the placed crew member themselves to ensure fit is fully successful.
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